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April 28, 2017 
 
 
 
Ms. Mary Jo Suchy 
Director 
Belleville Area District Library 
167 Fourth Street 
Belleville, MI 48111 
 
C/O Mr. Daniel Whisler, AIA, LEEP AP BD+C 
Daniels and Zermack Architects 
 
Via electronic mail: dwhisler@danielsandzermack.com (pdf file) 
 
RE: Proposal for Environmental and Geotechnical Services 
 Belleville Area District Downtown Library 

Belleville, Michigan 48126 
SME Proposal P01102.17 

 
Dear Mary: 
 
SME is looking forward to teaming with you on this project.  This proposal 
describes our planned scope for both environmental and geotechnical services 
and presents our associated professional services fees.  We have included two 
fee scenarios: one based on your award of our services individually, and the 
other based on your award as a combined service package. 
 
As input to this proposal, we reviewed the Request for Proposal (RFP) you 
provided to Mr. Christopher Naida, PE of SME via an email message on April 12, 
2017 and April 24, 2017.  The RFP included a conceptual site plan, a draft site 
survey, a topographic survey of the site prepared by Midwestern Consulting, and 
a parcel map for the Environmental service requests.   
 
We also reviewed information in our files pertaining to previous subsurface 
explorations performed in the vicinity of the project site (i.e., we were retained as 
Geotechnical Engineer of Record for the former library site).   
 
SME works as an integrated, multi-disciplinary project team to provide our 
services efficiently and effectively. We accomplish this through regular 
communication between technical teams. Our integrated team approach typically 
results in fast and economical identification and resolution of redevelopment 
issues because each of our team members can readily identify when other 
professional disciplines and resources are needed and then arrange to quickly 
deploy those in-house resources. 
 
To authorize SME to proceed with the proposed services, please sign and 
provide the appropriate information on the attached General Conditions sheet 
and return this proposal to SME.  
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We look forward to teaming with you again.  If you have questions concerning 
this proposal, please contact us. 

 
Yours very truly, 

 
SME 

 

 

 

Christopher G. Naida, PE Paul D. Roberts 
Senior Project Engineer Project Geologist 

 
 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS: Environmental Services Proposal 
   Geotechnical Services Proposal 

 Important Information about this Geotechnical 
 Engineering Proposal 

 SME Special Conditions for Drilling and Excavation (03/15) 
Environmental and Geotechnical Services Fee Summary 
SME General Conditions – Commercial (03/15) 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES PROPOSAL 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The future library site is currently developed with an approximately 11,000 square foot, one-story, library 
structure; and an approximately 2,100 square foot, one-story, residential structure converted for use as a 
tax accounting office.  We understand the Belleville Area District Library intends to acquire the Property, 
demolish both existing structures, and construct a new library and associated parking areas.   

SCOPE OF SERVICE 

We understand two base proposal items are requested as part of environmental consulting and “due 
diligence” for the current phase of the project; these items are a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment 
(ESA) and Hazardous Materials Assessment (HMA) and associated report for each.  These base 
proposal items are described in the following sections and associated fees are provided in the attached 
fee summary.  Environmental services in addition to the base proposal items that SME anticipates may 
be necessary to support the project are also described below.  
 

PHASE I ESA 

SME’s Environmental team will conduct a Phase I ESA of the Property in conformance with the 
requirements of the ASTM Standard on Environmental Site Assessments for Commercial Real Estate, 
designation E 1527-13 (Standard), which by rule (40 CFR 312) satisfies the CERCLA AAI requirements.  
The Phase I ESA will be conducted under the supervision of an Environmental Professional (EP) as 
defined in the Standard.  All appropriate inquiry into the past uses and potential environmental impacts 
associated with the Property also is a component of the Michigan Baseline Environmental Assessment 
process for mitigating liability for contamination existing on the Property at time of purchase, occupancy, 
or lease.  We will generate a report to document our assessment activities and findings.  The findings, 
opinions, and conclusions will be based upon observed conditions, the results of our records review, 
interviews, and User-supplied information. 
 
We understand that an entity to be named will rely upon the professional opinions and representations 
contained in the Phase I ESA report.  This reliance is not to be construed as a warranty or guarantee on 
the part of SME. 

If recognized environmental conditions (RECs) are identified in the Phase I ESA, we will provide specific 
written recommendations in the report for the scope and schedule of a Phase II ESA to assess the 
REC(s). 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ASSESSMENT 

SME’s Environmental team will conduct a HMA to provide information to assist in complying with the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) requirements for inspection of commercial 
buildings prior to renovation or demolition under the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air 
Pollutants (NESHAP 40 CFR Part 61).  The assessment will also provide information to assist in 
complying with the requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Asbestos 
Construction Standard (29 CFR Part 1926.1101), the OSHA Lead Exposure in Construction Standard (29 
CFR 1926.62), and the Cadmium Construction Standard (29 CFR 1926.1127), regarding the 
communication of hazards.  We will provide the HMA scope of service outlined below. 

• SME staff, trained in accordance with USEPA requirements and accredited by the Michigan 
Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (MDLRA) under the requirements of Michigan Act 
440 as Inspectors, will tour the tower and assess suspected asbestos-containing materials 
(ACMs). 
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• Based upon the visual assessment, we will develop a sampling plan and collect samples of 
suspect homogenous areas of ACMs in accordance with the assessment protocol found in the 
USEPA’s Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA, 40 CFR Part 763), which is also 
referenced by the OSHA regulations.  We estimate up to 163 suspect asbestos samples may be 
collected, which may require up to 282 analyses due to multiple layers of some materials. 

• We will submit the building materials samples to International Asbestos Testing Laboratories 
(IATL), an accredited laboratory, for analysis via Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM) to determine 
those materials that contain more than one percent (1%) asbestos by the visual estimation 
method.  Samples found to contain less than 10% asbestos via the visual estimation method of 
PLM will be further verified via the "Point Count Method" as defined by the AHERA regulation. 

• Our assessment team will conduct a visual inspection to identify the painted surfaces within the 
structures, select random sample locations, and collect chip samples of suspected lead-bearing 
and cadmium-bearing paints.  We will submit the paint chip samples to IATL for analysis of lead 
and cadmium by atomic absorption spectrophotometry (AAS).  We estimate up to 22 paint chip 
samples may be collected for analysis. 

• SME staff will walk through the structures and visually assess for the presence of suspected 
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)-containing items, containers, equipment, capacitors, and 
transformers.  We will also note equipment suspected to contain mercury, radioactive sources 
found in facility equipment such as smoke detectors and self-illuminated exit signs, chemical 
containers, and potential biological hazards such as visible evidence of mold or areas with 
accumulations of bird excrement.  The scope of the assessment will include visual assessment 
and estimating quantities of these materials but does not include collection of samples from these 
materials for laboratory analyses. 

• Upon completion of the assessment, we will prepare one report summarizing the assessment 
services for both structures.  The report will include:  a list of homogeneous areas of suspect 
ACMs and locations where each was observed; chain-of-custody forms with sample descriptions 
and locations for samples collected during the assessment; the laboratory analytical data for 
samples collected during the assessment; estimates of the quantities and descriptions of the 
locations of visible, accessible, friable, and nonfriable areas of asbestos; descriptions and 
locations of lead-bearing and cadmium-bearing paints; and a summary of equipment with 
suspected PCBs, mercury, and radioactive sources, and chemical containers and potential 
biological hazards noted during the assessment.  The report will also include recommendations 
for abatement and/or work practices prior to renovation, relative to the materials of concern 
identified by the assessment. 

ADDITIONAL/OPTIONAL ITEMS: PHASE II ESA, BEA, DUE CARE PLANNING, 

ABATEMENT SUPPORT, ETC. 

If requested, SME can provide additional environmental services to support the project.  Our 
Environmental team offers a comprehensive list of support services that we often provide for 
redevelopment projects.  Examples of our other environmental support services are described below; 
these services and fees are not included as part of this proposal, but are available if requested. 

Phase II ESA 

If RECs are identified during the course of the Phase I ESA, we are prepared to conduct a Phase II ESA 
to assess the RECs.  At a minimum, the scope of the Phase II ESA will be designed to collect sufficient 
data to evaluate whether or not the Property qualifies as a “facility” under Part 201.  Information obtained 
during the course of the Phase II ESA will also be used in support of construction and Due Care planning.  
Additional assessment/sampling may be desired to further evaluate concerns identified during the Phase 
II ESA (e.g. delineation of soil impacts that might qualify as hazardous that would require special and 
costly handling during construction). 
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We would subcontract Fibertec, Inc. of Holt, Michigan to perform chemical analyses of the soil, 
groundwater, and/or vapor samples. 

Baseline Environmental Assessment (BEA) 

If results of our Phase II ESA indicate the Property qualifies as a “facility” under Part 201, we will 
recommend preparing a BEA report to document the results of the Phase II ESA.  The BEA report will be 
disclosed to the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) to obtain protection under Part 
201 from cleanup liability for contamination present on the Property at the time of acquisition.  The BEA 
report will be prepared and disclosed to the MDEQ in accordance with the requirements of Part 201 and 
guidance published by the MDEQ.  The BEA must be substantially complete within 45 days after Property 
acquisition. 

Plan to Comply with Due Care (PCDC) 

If results of our Phase II ESA indicate the Property qualifies as a “facility” under Part 201, you will be 
required to prepare a PCDC, which will be a compilation of the owner’s approaches and procedures for 
complying with the Due Care (future safe use) requirements of Part 201, i.e. primarily protection of human 
health and prevention of exacerbation of existing contamination (e.g. during construction).  We will review 
final site plans and work with the architect/civil engineer/project team to develop and document due care 
plans for the construction phase of the project and final site use.  We would prepare the PCDC in general 
accordance with the requirements of Part 201 and published MDEQ guidance. 

On-Going Design and Consultation 

SME is available to assist the project team with environmental aspects of planning for the redevelopment.  
These on-going design/consultation services are often an extension of the other due diligence services 
we have provided (i.e. those services/deliverables referenced above) where we assist in integrating the 
environmental information into actionable plans.  Examples of these on-going design and consultation 
activities include assisting the project team with contractor bidding documents/specifications, 
contaminated soil/groundwater disposal estimates based on civil/grading plans, discussing soil 
management options prior to starting earthwork activities to avoid project delays, assisting with potential 
unknowns encountered during construction (stained soils, liquids, etc). 

Abatement Design, Specifications, and Bidding Services 

SME staff, accredited as an Asbestos Project Designer, will evaluate the site to observe site conditions 
such as site access, electrical and water hookups, allowed access areas, and the areas for placement of 
the waste receptacles for the project debris.  We will prepare specifications for the abatement of the 
ACMs including: definition of scope, regulations and standards of compliance, removal requirements, 
disposal requirements, records and document submittal requirements, as well as air monitoring and post 
abatement clearance criteria. 

Abatement Project Monitoring Services 

SME industrial hygiene staff will document procedures and methods, monitor the work of the asbestos 
abatement contractor(s) and collect pre-abatement (baseline), background, work area, perimeter, and 
post-abatement (clearance) air samples pursuant to USEPA OSHA regulations for asbestos abatement, 
utilizing onsite Phase-Contrast Microscopy (PCM).  Prior to collection of asbestos clearance samples, 
SME industrial hygiene staff and the competent person assigned by the abatement contractor will conduct 
a visual review of each work area.  We will not commence clearance air sampling until a visual review of 
the work area is completed to the satisfaction of SME industrial hygiene staff and the competent person 
for the contractor has completed a Certificate of Visual Inspection.  Following asbestos abatement 
activities SME field staff will observe and document contractor work practices during building demolition 
and site preparation activities.  SME on-site personnel will generate daily field notes for each work shift of 
preparation, abatement, and cleanup following abatement activities, which will be summarized in the final 
report.  In addition, SME staff will document contractor safety precautions and measures, as well as 
resource allocation and staffing. 
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Abatement Project Administration Services and Report 

A SME senior staff member will be assigned to coordinate the project, evaluate removal methods, review 
air sampling data, and provide technical consulting services during the project.  We will attend project 
meetings as necessary and requested by the client.  We will prepare a final report that will include key 
points of the abatement project, summarized daily field notes, and analytical data compiled during the 
project.  Senior SME staff will review closeout documentation as well. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Our fees do not include contractor costs, such as contaminated soil disposal or hazardous materials 
abatement.  Our fees are subject to change based on project changes and other factors outside SME’s 
control. 

Our HMA included fees for up to 163 building material samples suspected to contain asbestos (282 
asbestos analyses) and 22 paint chip samples.  This fee is based on a one-week turnaround time for PLM 
and AAS laboratory analyses.  The number of building material samples and paint chip samples 
submitted for laboratory analysis is dependent upon the number of suspect ACMs and paints observed.  
Fees may vary depending on the number of samples actually collected and/or analyzed.  If more than the 
estimated number of samples are necessary to complete the assessment, we will notify you prior to 
collecting the additional samples and additional fees may be required.  We will invoice additional 
samples, beyond those indicated above, at a unit rate of $20 per sample/layer of analyses for bulk 
material samples, and $30 per sample for paint chip samples.  If unanticipated conditions, such as 
restricted access, are encountered which require additional site visits, we will contact you to discuss the 
proposed change in services and associated fee. 
 
The scope of the assessment includes limited destructive assessment of structures.  Our proposed fee 
and scope of service does not include patching or repairing building surfaces impacted by assessment 
activities.  The proposed scope of service does not include confined space entry.  If confined spaces are 
encountered that must be assessed, appropriate confined space entry procedures will be necessary and 
additional fees will be required. 
 
If ceilings or other materials are located greater than 12 feet above the floor and need to be assessed, the 
client will provide access to these materials via appropriate ladders or lifts if they are available on site.  If 
no such lifts or ladders are available at the site, SME will arrange to acquire an appropriate lift or ladder to 
access those materials for an additional fee.  We will patch our roofing sample locations to the best of our 
ability but do not warranty or guarantee the patches will not leak in the future.  If you do not desire 
sampling of roofing materials, please notify us at the time of authorization, we will eliminate sampling of 
roofing materials from our scope of service, and the roof system materials will be considered assumed 
ACMs until future sampling and analyses demonstrates otherwise. 
 
We anticipate up to four site visits (up to 8-hours on site per day) with two SME staff members may be 
necessary to complete the assessment and sampling.  We understand that you obtain approval from the 
current owner for the assessment activities, and will coordinate access into the structures for our staff at 
the scheduled times and dates for the field services.  If unanticipated conditions, such as restricted 
access, are encountered, which require additional site visits or if a change in the scope of service is 
necessary, we will contact you to discuss the proposed change in services and associated fee. 
We estimate the field services portion of the hazardous materials assessment will be completed within 
three weeks of your written authorization to proceed.  We will receive laboratory results within one week 
of completion of the field services, and will prepare a final summary report within two weeks of receipt of 
the laboratory results.  If the estimate project schedule does not meet your needs, please contact us to 
discuss as soon as possible. 
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SCHEDULE  

The schedule for conducting/delivering our environmental services will be coordinated with your project 
team 



 

GEOTECHNICAL SERVICES PROPOSAL 
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SITE CONDITIONS AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The project site is located on the southwest side of Main Street in downtown Belleville, Michigan.  The 
site covers an approximate area of 175 feet by 300 feet.  An existing single story building (the Fischer 
Public Library) is located on the south side of the site, with existing concrete and asphalt pavements and 
some smaller grass landscaped area covering the remainder of the site.   
 
The project will consist of demolishing the existing library and many of the existing pavements on the site, 
and constructing a new library at the corner of Charles Street and Roys Street (the northwest corner of 
the site).  A new parking lot is also planned to the south of the new library.  Based on the RFP, the 
structure will be slab-on-grade with two stories and cover a plan area of approximately 32,000 square-
feet.  Maximum floor loads of about 150 pounds per square-foot are anticipated.  Additional structural 
loads were not provided in the RFP, but based on our experience with similar structures and projects we 
anticipate maximum column loads of about 200 kips and wall loads of about 4 kips per lineal foot (klf) or 
less 
 
A design finish floor elevation was not provided for the new library.  However, based on Google Earth, the 
site is relatively flat as existing grades vary in elevation from about 664 to 669 feet.  Therefore, we 
anticipate cuts and fills of about 2 feet or less will be required to establish final site grades.   
 
You requested that SME perform soil borings on the site to develop geotechnical engineering 
recommendations for the proposed construction.  We understand that an underground stormwater 
detention system is being considered for the project, and you requested that SME evaluate the suitability 
of the soils encountered at the parking lot borings for stormwater infiltration (through visual observation).   
 

SCOPE OF SERVICES 

Based on our review of the information provided in the RFP and our understanding of the project we have 
provided two scopes of services. The first scope includes the boring depths and recommendations 
requested in the proposal.  The second scope includes reduced boring depths that we feel will be sufficient 
for the project as we have performed numerous subsurface evaluations in the vicinity of the site.   

RFP REQUESTED SCOPE OF SERVICES 

1. Clear the location of public underground utilities at the site through the Miss Dig system. 

2. Mobilize a truck-mounted drill rig to the site and drill 7 borings at the approximate locations shown 
on the draft site survey.  See the table below for a summary of the boring locations and depths.   

 

BORING NO. LOCATION NUMBER AND DEPTHS 
TOTAL FOOTAGE 

(lineal feet) 

SB1, SB3 Building 2 @ 30 feet 60  

SB2, SB4, SB5 Building 3 @ 20 feet 60 

SB6, SB7 Parking 2 @ 15 feet 30 

Total --- 150 lf 

• In each boring, split-barrel soil samples will be taken at about 2.5-foot intervals in the upper 
10 feet and at 5-foot intervals below a depth of 10 feet.     

• Groundwater levels in the borings will be recorded during and immediately after drilling.  After 
completion of drilling and groundwater level readings, we will backfill the borings with excess 
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cuttings.  Therefore, we will not obtain long-term groundwater levels for this evaluation.  
Borings in existing asphalt/concrete pavement areas will be topped with asphalt cold 
patch/quick-setting concrete. 

 
3. Deliver the samples collected from the borings to our laboratory and perform laboratory tests 

including visual soil classification on recovered samples along with moisture content and strength 
properties of recovered clay samples.  If laboratory permeability testing is required, we can 
provide these tests at a unit rate of $350/test (for a recompacted sample).   

4. Summarize our findings in a written geotechnical report that will include: 

a. a boring location plan. 

b. a log prepared for each boring that will include a description of the soils encountered and the 
results of the field and laboratory tests. 

c. a description of the site conditions and evaluation procedures. 

d. a description of soil and groundwater conditions encountered in the borings. 

e. a description of the field and laboratory testing programs and an interpretive analysis of the 
results. 

f. recommendations for shallow foundations to support the building, including a net allowable 
soil bearing pressure, the factor of safety used to obtain the recommended resistance values, 
minimum footing dimensions, estimated total and differential settlement, depth to suitable 
bearing soil, options for trenched foundations, and embedment depth for frost heave 
considerations. 

g. comments related to design and development issues impacted by the geotechnical conditions 
encountered (e.g. high groundwater table, undocumented fill, organic soil deposits, overly 
loose/soft soils, etc.). 

h. recommendations for site preparation, soil compaction, and earthwork, including comments 
about the suitability of the onsite subgrade for the proposed construction and the reuse of on-
site soils as engineered fill and options for ground improvement (e.g. in-place compaction, 
moisture conditioning, undercutting, etc.) as considered applicable for the project. 

i. recommendations for subgrade preparation for slabs-on-grade including vertical modulus of 
subgrade reaction, leveling course type and thickness, and use of a vapor retarder. 

j. recommendations regarding the effect weather conditions may have on site earthwork 
operations, along with recommendations for surface protection and surface water control 
during construction. 

k. An opinion of the suitability of the soils encountered at the borings for stormwater infiltration.   

l. recommendations for seismic Site Class in accordance with the 2012 Michigan Building Code 
(MBC), based on the site borings and our experience with local geologic conditions. 

 

SME PROPOSED SCOPE OF SERVICES 

 
SME has performed numerous subsurface explorations in the vicinity of the site, including the previously 
selected location for the Belleville Area District Library (SME project no. 68151.00), the Additions and 
Renovations to Belleville High School project, and for the Modular Classrooms at Van Buren Vocational 
Education Center project.   

Based on our experience at these sites, we propose the boring depths be reduced.  See the table below 
for a summary of the boring locations and depths.   
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BORING NO. LOCATION NUMBER AND DEPTHS 
TOTAL FOOTAGE 

(lineal feet) 

SB3 Building 1 @ 30 feet 30  

SB1, SB2, SB5 Building 3 @ 20 feet 60 

SB4 Building 1 @ 15 feet 15 

SB6, SB7 Parking 2 @ 10 feet 20 

Total --- 125 lf 

 

The remainder of the scope of services provided in the ‘RFP Requested Scope of Services’ section of this 
proposal would also be provided.   

ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
 
The following assumptions were made in preparing our scope of services and professional service fees: 

1. Client will provide or obtain right-of-entry for SME to conduct the evaluation.   

2. The borings will be field-located by SME at the time of the exploration using existing site features 
for reference.  Ground surface elevations at the boring locations will be interpolated by SME to 
the nearest one foot using the site topographic drawings that were provided to us.   

3. The site is accessible with conventional truck mounted drilling equipment.  The scope of services 
and project budget does not include the use a drill rig mounted onto an all-terrain-vehicle to 
access the borings.   

4. Client will locate any known private underground utilities at the site prior to performing the field 
exploration.  SME is not responsible for damage to utilities not located and marked at the site or 
cleared through the MISS DIG system.  

5. We will perform the field exploration Monday through Friday during normal business hours.  
Additional fees will be required for field services required by Client or others during off-hours or 
weekends. 

6. Care will be exercised to reduce potential damage to existing ground surface areas during the field 
exploration.  However, our fee does not include time or expenses associated with the repair of ruts 
or damage to lawns, landscaping, pavements, and other areas that may be disturbed during the 
field exploration.  We will attempt to limit damage to these areas.  However, due to the weight of 
the drilling equipment, rutting of exposed subgrade, or cracking of existing pavements (i.e., roads, 
sidewalks, etc.) could occur in areas traversed by the drilling equipment, especially during and 
shortly after periods of wet weather. 

7. Due to soil transport regulations and environmental implications, excess soil cuttings generated 
from drilling activities will not be removed from the site by SME.  Excess soil cuttings will be left on 
site and placed in greenbelt areas, unless directed otherwise. 

8. No permits are required to perform the borings. 

9. Client will inform us of any known environmental site conditions which could affect the health and 
safety of our drill crew.  We will report unusual odors and colorations of the soil or groundwater 
observed in the borings.  Environmental sampling and analytical testing would be required to 
evaluate the presence of contamination, but is beyond the proposed scope of services. 
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Although SME offers other services for the project, our proposed scope of services for the geotechnical 
evaluation does not include the following: 

• Additional drilling due to unsuitable soils 

• Environmental assessments 

• Preparation or review of plans and specifications 

• Infiltration testing 

• Construction materials services 

• Surveying or GPS related services 

• Time for meetings or significant consulting time after transmittal of our report 
 
If further services are required for this project that go beyond the scope of services outlined in this proposal, 
additional fees will be required.  Additional fees will be invoiced according to the applicable unit rates on 
our current fee schedules.  However, we do not intend to perform additional services without first obtaining 
your authorization to proceed. 

 

SCHEDULE 

Based on our current schedule, we can begin the field exploration (drilling) within about one to two weeks 
after receiving authorization to proceed.  The field exploration should take about 1 to 2 business days to 
complete.  We plan to complete our report within about 10 business days after completion of the drilling.  
However, draft boring logs can normally be provided within about 3 to 5 business days of completion of 
the field exploration, if required.  Please contact us if this proposed schedule does not meet your needs.   



Geotechnical Engineering Proposal

Participate in Development of the  
Subsurface Exploration Plan
Geotechnical engineering begins with the creation of an 
effective subsurface exploration plan. This proposal starts 
the process by presenting an initial plan. While that plan 
may consider the unique physical attri butes of the site 
and the improvements you have in mind, it probably 
does not consider your unique goals, objectives, and risk 
management preferences. Subsurface exploration plans that 
are finalized without considering such factors presuppose 
that clients’ needs are unimportant, or that all clients have 
the same needs. Avoid the problems that can stem from 
such assumptions by finalizing the plan and other scope 
elements directly with the geotechnical engineer you feel is 
best qualified for the project, along with the other project 
professionals whose plans are affected by the geotechnical 
engineer’s findings and recommendations. If you have been 
told that this step is unnecessary; that client preferences do 
not influence the scope of geotechnical engineering service 
or that someone else can articulate your needs as well as 
you, you have been told wrong. No one else can discuss your 
geotechnical options better than an experienced geotechnical 
engineer, and no one else can provide the input you can. 
Thus, while you certainly are at liberty to accept a proposed 
scope “as is,” recognize that it could be a unilateral scope 
developed without direct client/engineer discussion; that 
authorizing a unilateral scope will force the geotechnical 
engineer to accept all assumptions it contains; that 
assumptions create risk. Manage your risk. Get involved.

Expect the Unexpected
The nature of geotechnical engineering is such that planning 
needs to anticipate the unexpected. During the design phase 
of a project, more or deeper borings may be required, 
additional tests may become necessary, or someone 
associated with your organization may request a service that 
was not included in the final scope. During the construction 
phase, additional services may be needed to respond quickly 
to unanticipated conditions. In the past, geotechnical 
engineers commonly did whatever was required to oblige 
their clients’ representatives and safeguard their clients’ 
interests, taking it on faith that their clients wanted them to 
do so. But some, evidently, did not, and refused to pay for 
legitimate extras on the ground that the engineer proceeded 
without proper authorization, or failed to submit notice in a 
timely manner, or failed to provide proper documentation. 
What are your preferences? Who is permitted to author ize 
additional geotechnical services on your project? What type of 
documentation do you require? To whom should it be sent? 
When? How? By addressing these and similar issues sooner 
rather than later, you and your geotechnical engineer will be 
prepared for the unexpected, to help prevent molehills from 
growing into mountains.

Have Realistic Expectations;  
Apply Appropriate Preventives
The recommendations included in a geotechnical 
engineering report are not final, because they are based 
on opinions that can be verified only during construction. 
For that reason, most geotechnical engineering proposals 
offer the construction observation services that permit the 
geotechnical engineer of record to confirm that subsurface 
conditions are what they were expected to be, or to modify 
recommendations when actual conditions were not 
anticipated. An offer to provide construction observation 

Important Information about This

Subsurface problems are a principal cause of construction delays, cost overruns, claims, and disputes.  

While you cannot eliminate all such risks, you can manage them. The following information is provided to help.



is an offer to better manage your risk. Clients who do not 
take advantage of such an offer; clients who retain a second 
firm to observe construction, can create a high-risk “Catch-
22” situation for themselves. The geotechnical engineer 
of record cannot assume responsibility or liability for a 
report’s recommendations when another firm performs the 
services needed to evaluate the recommendations’ adequacy. 
The second firm is also likely to disavow liability for the 
recommendations, because of the substantial and possibly 
uninsurable risk of assuming responsibility for services it 
did not perform. Recognize, too, that no firm other than the 
geotechnical engineer of record can possibly have as intimate 
an understanding of your project’s geotechnical issues. As 
such, reliance on a second firm to perform construction 
observation can elevate risk still more, because its personnel 
may not have the wherewithal to recognize subtle, but 
sometimes critically important unanticipated conditions,  
or to respond to them in a manner consistent with your 
goals, objectives, and risk management preferences.

Realize That Geoenvironmental Issues Have 
Not Been Covered
The equipment, techniques, and personnel used to perform  
a geoenvironmental study differ significantly from those 
used to perform a geo technical study. Geoenvironmental 
services are not being offered in this proposal. The 
report that results will not relate any geoenvironmental 
findings, conclusions, or recommendations. Unanticipated 
environmental problems have led to numerous 
project failures. If you have not yet obtained your own 
geoenvironmental information, ask your geotechnical 
consultant for risk management guidance. Do not rely on  
an environmental report prepared for someone else.

Obtain Professional Assistance  
To Deal with Mold
Diverse strategies can be applied during building design, 
construction, operation, and maintenance to prevent 
significant amounts of mold from growing on indoor 
surfaces. To be effective, all such strategies should be devised 
for the express purpose of mold prevention, integrated into 
a comprehensive plan, and executed with diligent oversight 
by a professional mold prevention consultant. Because 
just a small amount of water or moisture can lead to the 
development of severe mold infestations, a number of mold 
prevention strategies focus on keeping building surfaces dry. 
While groundwater, water infiltration, and similar issues 
may be addressed as part of the geotechnical engineering 
study described in this proposal, the geotechnical engineer 
who would lead this project is not a mold prevention 
consultant; none of the services being offered have been 
designed or proposed for the purpose of mold prevention.

Have the Geotechnical Engineer Work with 
Other Design Professionals and Constructors
Other design team members’ misinterpretation of a 
geotechnical engineering report has resulted in costly 
problems. Manage that risk by having your geotechnical 
engineer confer with appropriate members of the design 
team before finalizing the scope of geotechnical service  
(as suggested above), and, again, after submitting the  
report. Also retain your geotechnical engineer to review 
pertinent elements of the design team members’ plans  
and specifications.

Reduce the risk of unanticipated conditions claims that can 
occur when constructors misinterpret or misunderstand 
the purposes of a geotechnical engineering report. Use 
appropriate language in your contract documents. Retain 
your geotechnical engineer to participate in prebid and 
preconstruction conferences, and to perform construction 
observation.



Read Responsibility Provisions Closely
Clients, design professionals, and constructors who do 
not recognize that geotechnical engineering is far less 
exact than other engineering disciplines can develop 
unrealistic expectations. Unrealistic expectations can 
lead to disappointments, claims, and disputes. To help 
reduce the risk of such outcomes, geotechnical engineers 
commonly include a variety of explanatory provisions in 
their proposals. Sometimes labeled “limitations,” many of 
these provisions indicate where geotechnical engineers’ 
responsibilities begin and end, to help others recognize  
their own responsibilities and risks, thus to encourage  
more effective scopes of service. Read this proposal’s 
provisions closely. Ask questions. Your geotechnical  
engineer should respond fully and frankly.

Rely on Your Geotechnical Engineer  
for Additional Assistance
Membership in the Geoprofessional Business Association 
(GBA) exposes geotechnical engineers to a wide array of risk 
management techniques that can be of genuine benefit to 
everyone involved with a construction project. Confer with a 
GBA-member geotechnical engineer for more information. 
Confirm a firm’s membership in GBA by contacting GBA 
directly or at its website.

8811 Colesville Road/Suite G106, Silver Spring, MD  20910
Telephone: 301/565-2733    Facsimile: 301/589-2017

e-mail: info@geoprofessional.org    www.geoprofessional.org

Copyright 2015 by the Geoprofessional Business Association (GBA). Duplication, reproduction, copying, or storage of this document, in whole or in part,  
by any means whatsoever, is strictly prohibited, except with GBA’s specific written permission. Excerpting, quoting, or otherwise extracting wording from this document  

is permitted only with the express written permission of GBA, and only for purposes of scholarly research or book review. Only GBA-Member Firms may use  
this document as a complement to or as an element of a geotechnical engineering proposal or similar document. Any other firm, individual, or entity that so uses this  

document without being a GBA-Member Firm could be committing negligent or intentional (fraudulent) misrepresentation.
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SME SPECIAL CONDITIONS FOR DRILLING AND EXCAVATION 

1. RIGHT TO SUBCONTRACT:  SME reserves the right to subcontract for drilling, excavation of test pits, clearing and grubbing for site 
access, traffic control, and other instrumentation or services necessary to perform the services required by the Agreement.   

 
2. RIGHTS OF ENTRY:  CLIENT shall provide any necessary rights of entry for SME, including its agents, staff, contractors or 

subcontractors, to access the site to perform all acts, studies, and research, including tests and evaluation, pursuant to the agreed services.  
CLIENT shall inform SME of any special requirements as a condition upon such rights of entry. 

 
3. PERMITS AND LICENSES:  CLIENT shall secure all required permits, except specific permits identified in Agreement as being 

secured by SME.  SME shall hold and maintain all necessary business and professional licenses, registrations, and accreditations necessary to 
perform its services. 

 
4. UNDERGROUND UTILITIES AND STRUCTURES:  SME will take reasonable precautions to avoid damage to subterranean 

structures or utilities, including contacting the appropriate One-Call system for utility clearance.  Unless otherwise identified in the Agreement, 
CLIENT is responsible for identifying all subterranean structures or utilities in the area of evaluation and sharing that information with SME prior 
to commencement of the field exploration.  CLIENT agrees to furnish SME with all information identifying the type and location of utility lines 
and other man-made structures located beneath the surface of the site in the proposed work area.  CLIENT will also locate all known private 
underground utilities at the site prior to SME performing the field exploration.  CLIENT agrees to defend, indemnify and hold SME harmless 
from all claims, liability, and expense associated with alleged damage to subterranean utilities or structures, except if such damage was caused 
by SME’s sole negligence. 

 
5. SITE PLANS AND SURVEYS:  CLIENT will provide available project site plans and surveys, preferably in digital format (AutoCAD 

compatible format), and provide topographical information, if available.  The accuracy and proximity of survey control provided by CLIENT will 
affect the accuracy of test locations and elevation determinations.  Unless otherwise noted, the accuracy of test locations and elevations will be 
commensurate only with pacing and approximate measurements or estimates. 

 
6. TEST LOCATIONS:  If unanticipated site conditions or site conditions not made known to SME prevent access to locations specified in 

the Agreement, then SME may deviate a reasonable distance from proposed test locations.  If CLIENT objects, then SME shall have the right 
to reasonable adjustment of its fees and time for performance.  
 

7. FIELD SERVICES SCHEDULE:  Field services will be performed Monday through Friday, except on holidays, and during normal 
business hours unless noted otherwise in the Agreement.  Additional fees may be required for field services provided on weekends and 
holidays, or at times other than normal business hours.   

 
8. RESTORATION:  CLIENT recognizes that some damage to the site may occur in the normal course of our services.  SME will exercise 

reasonable care to mitigate damage from drilling or excavation equipment to lawn, landscape, pavement, or soft ground.  Unless otherwise 
stated in the Agreement, our fee does not include time or expenses associated with the repair of wheel ruts, track marks, or other damage such 
as crop damage.  Due to the potential applicability of environmental and transportation regulations, excess soil cuttings generated from drilling 
activities will not be removed from the site by SME.  Unless otherwise noted in the Agreement, the boreholes will be backfilled with auger 
cuttings and/or bentonite, and excavations will be backfilled with excavated material.  Asphalt coldpatch or quick-setting concrete will normally 
be used to repair existing pavement areas flush to the existing grade.  Core holes in concrete floors and bridge decks will be filled with quick-
setting concrete flush to the existing floor surface.  Excess soil will be left on-site at the locations of the boreholes or excavations, placed in 
nearby greenway areas, or containerized as appropriate for site and environmental conditions. 
 

9. VARIATIONS IN SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AND INTERPRETATION OF SME DATA:  CLIENT recognizes 
that subsurface conditions on the site may vary from those encountered at the locations where borings, surveys, or explorations are made by 
SME and that the data, interpretations and recommendations of SME are based solely on the information available to SME. SME will not be 
responsible for the data generated by others or interpretations and recommendations by others based upon the data and information 
developed or provided by SME. 

 
10. SURFACE MATERIALS:  Unless otherwise noted in the Agreement, SME will obtain approximate thickness measurements of surficial 

materials, such as pavements, aggregate base, and topsoil, at the time of the exploration.  These measurements are considered approximate 
since some mixing of surficial materials and the underlying subgrade can occur.  Additional evaluation methods and additional fees would be 
required to obtain more precise measurement of surface materials. 

 
11. TRAFFIC CONTROL:  Unless otherwise noted in the Agreement, SME will be responsible for supplying such signs, barricades and 

traffic control personnel as may be needed for safe drilling or excavation operations.  
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12. SAMPLE DISPOSAL:   

a. Unless otherwise requested in writing by CLIENT, SME will dispose of soil samples submitted to SME's laboratories 60 days after the 
samples are obtained.  Unless otherwise requested in writing by CLIENT, samples submitted to subcontract laboratories will be disposed 
by those laboratories in accordance with their sample retention policies.  CLIENT agrees that it will not hold SME responsible or liable for 
any loss of test specimens or samples, and CLIENT agrees to pay costs associated with the storage of samples beyond the normal 
storage times described herein. 

 
b. In the event residual sampled materials in SME’s possession are determined to be RCRA hazardous wastes, contain PCBs above Type II 

landfill disposal limits, or are otherwise subject to state or federal disposal restrictions, we will, after completion of testing and at CLIENT's 
expense, and using a manifest signed by CLIENT as generator, have such samples transported to a location selected by CLIENT for final 
disposal (see Disposal of Hazardous and Other Regulated Wastes). CLIENT agrees to pay all costs associated with the storage, 
transport, and disposal of such samples.  CLIENT recognizes and agrees that we are acting as a bailee and at no time assume title to 
said waste. 

 
13. ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS: 

a. CLIENT shall inform SME of any known environmental site conditions that could affect the health and safety of our field personnel or that 
could affect SME’s performance of its services.  For projects other than environmental assessments, SME will report only for informational 
purposes, unusual odors and/or colorations of the soil observed during field activities. 

 
b. Unanticipated hazardous substances, subsurface contaminants, and/or biological pollutants (HAZMAT) or levels of HAZMAT may exist at 

the project site.  The discovery of unanticipated HAZMAT may constitute a changed condition mandating renegotiation of the scope and 
fees and make it necessary for SME to take immediate measures to protect human health and safety, and/or the environment.  SME 
agrees to notify CLIENT as soon as practicable if unanticipated HAZMAT is encountered.  CLIENT authorizes SME to take measures 
that, in SME's sole professional opinion, are justified to preserve and protect the health and safety of SME's personnel and the public, 
and/or environment, and CLIENT agrees to compensate SME for the additional cost of such work.  SME does not assume control of or 
responsibility for reporting to any federal, state, or local public agencies, any conditions at the site that may present a potential danger to 
health, safety, or the environment. 

 
c. There is a risk that drilling and sampling may result in contamination of certain subsurface areas, such as when a boring device moves 

through a contaminated area and connects it to an aquifer not previously contaminated.  SME will exercise reasonable care and caution 
to prevent such occurrences; however, because such drilling and sampling is a necessary aspect of the services that SME will provide for 
CLIENT’s benefit, CLIENT agrees that SME shall not be held liable for exacerbation of HAZMAT caused in this manner.   

 
d. CLIENT recognizes that discovery of HAZMAT on the site may result in a significant reduction of the property's value, and SME cannot be 

held responsible for such devaluation. 
 
e. It is possible this assessment may fail to reveal the presence of contaminants, hazardous materials, or other types of environmental 

contamination collectively referred to as “contaminants” at sites where contaminants are assumed, expected, or subsequently determined 
to exist.  CLIENT understands that SME's failure to discover contaminants does not guarantee that contaminants do not exist at the site.  
Similarly, a site which in fact is unaffected by contaminants at the time of SME's study, may later, due to natural phenomena or human 
intervention, become contaminated.  CLIENT agrees that it would be unfair to hold SME liable for failing to discover contaminants whose 
exact location is impossible to foretell, or for failing to discover contaminants, which, in fact, did not exist at specific sampling locations at 
the time such samples were taken.  Accordingly, CLIENT waives any claim against SME, and agrees to defend, indemnify and save SME 
harmless from any claims or liability for injury or loss arising from SME's failure to detect the presence of contaminants through 
techniques commonly employed for the purpose.   

 
f. CLIENT agrees to defend, hold harmless and indemnify SME from and against any and all claims and liabilities resulting from 

encountering unexpected HAZMAT, including compensation for any time spent and expenses incurred by SME. 
 

14. DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS AND OTHER REGULATED WASTES:  CLIENT agrees to select treatment/disposal 
facilities, pay for transportation and disposal, and sign, or have OWNER sign all waste profile forms, land disposal certifications, transportation 
manifests, and any other documentation required for transportation and disposal of hazardous wastes, PCB wastes, or other regulated wastes.  
Under no circumstance will SME select a disposal /treatment facility, arrange for transportation or disposal of regulated wastes, or otherwise 
act as agent for the generator of the wastes.  CLIENT agrees to the maximum extent permitted by law to defend, hold harmless and indemnify 
SME from and against any and all claims and liabilities resulting from  violation of any federal, state or local statute, regulation or ordinance 
relating to the disposal of hazardous wastes, substances or constituents or allegations that SME generated, transported, stored, treated or 
disposed of wastes or other contaminated materials, or arranged for the transportation, treatment, storage, or disposal of wastes or other 
contaminated materials, subject to federal, state, or local regulation or law. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOTECHNICAL SERVICES FEE SUMMARY 
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOTECHNICAL SERVICES FEE SUMMARY 

Based on the base scopes of services outlined in previous sections, below is a summary of fees for both 
environmental and geotechnical services for this project.  Two fee scenarios are provided: one based on 
your award of our services individually, and the other based on your award as a combined service 
package. 

 

If awarded individually: 

Environmental Phase I ESA  $3,000  

Environmental Hazardous Materials Assessment  $11,500 

Geotechnical Services (SME Scope)  $4,300 

TOTAL  $18,800 

 

If awarded together: 

Environmental Phase I ESA  $2,500  

Environmental Hazardous Materials Assessment  $10,000 

Geotechnical Services (SME Scope)  $3,900  

TOTAL  $16,400 

 

Note: If the lineal footage in the RFP requested scope is preferred, add $500 to the Geotechnical Services. 
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SME GENERAL CONDITIONS

1. DEFINITIONS: In this Agreement, the party agreeing to have the services performed is the “CLIENT.” The CLIENT’s CLIENT shall be referred

to as the “OWNER.” Unless expressly stated otherwise, SME, its employees, agents, subconsultants and subcontractors, are collectively referred to
as “SME.” The “services” to be provided under this Agreement are defined in SME’s Proposal and subsequent written amendments, change orders,
or otherwise-authorized additional services.

2. INVOICING AND PAYMENT: SME will submit invoices to CLIENT monthly and a final bill upon completion of services. Payment is due

upon presentation of invoice to the CLIENT and is past due 30 days from date of the invoice. CLIENT agrees to pay a service charge of 1-1/2% per
month, or the maximum rate allowed by law, whichever is greater, on past due accounts.

3. INSTRUMENTS OF SERVICE: All reports, field data, field notes, laboratory test data, calculations, estimates, and other documents

prepared by SME in connection with this Project shall be considered instruments of service, and shall remain the property of SME. SME grants
CLIENT and OWNER a limited license to use such instruments of service for the purpose of designing, constructing, maintaining or repairing work
that is part of this Project. Any reuse of SME’s instruments of service for any purpose other than the limited license granted herein is prohibited and
SME shall have no responsibility to CLIENT, OWNER or third parties for unauthorized use of its instruments of services.

4. RECORDS RETENTION: SME will retain pertinent records relating to the services performed for CLIENT for a period of time consistent with

SME’s File Management Plan, a copy of which will be provided to CLIENT upon request. During that period, the records will be made available to the
CLIENT at reasonable times. At the end of the retention period indicated in SME’s File Management Plan, SME may, in its sole discretion, dispose
of all such records.

5. SME MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARDS TO ITS SERVICES.

6. TERMINATION: Either party may terminate this Agreement upon at least 7 days written notice in the event of substantial failure by the other

party to perform in accordance with the terms hereof. Such termination will not be effective if that substantial failure is remedied before expiration of
the period specified in the written notice. This Agreement shall also be automatically terminated upon a suspension of the Project for more than 3
months. In the event of termination, CLIENT will pay SME for services performed to the termination notice date plus reasonable termination
expenses. In the event of termination, or suspension, prior to completion of all reports contemplated by this Agreement, SME may complete such
analyses and records as are necessary to complete the files and may also complete a report on the services performed to the date of notice of
termination or suspension. The expenses of termination or suspension include all direct costs of completing such analyses, records, and reports.

7. DISPUTES: If any dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or its breach, is not settled through direct discussions, the parties agree

that as a condition precedent to litigation or arbitration, they will endeavor for 30 days following written notice by one party to the other of a dispute or
breach, to settle the dispute by mediation with the assistance of a neutral mediator. In any litigation or arbitration, if applicable, the parties agree that
the prevailing party is entitled to recover all reasonable costs incurred in defense or prosecution of the claim, including its staff time, court costs,
attorney’s fees, and other claim-related expenses. Notwithstanding, SME has no obligation to mediate with CLIENT prior to litigation when collecting
fees owed by CLIENT.

8. AUTHORIZATION: By signing these General Conditions, CLIENT agrees to accept the proposal, including these General Conditions and any

Special Conditions, as the Agreement governing SME’s services and the relationship between the parties. If CLIENT gives SME other-than-written
authorization to proceed with services after receiving SME’s written proposal, CLIENT accepts the proposal, these General Conditions, and any
Special Conditions, as the Agreement governing SME’s services, and the Agreement is effective, except for those provisions that CLIENT objects to
in writing within 7 days following the other-than-written authorization.

9. SAFETY: SME will be responsible only for the safety of SME employees. Unless otherwise explicitly described in our scope of services, the

scope of services does not include job or site safety for, or supervision or direction of, the work of others. The presence of SME on the job site
should not be construed to in any way relieve the CLIENT, other contractors, or other parties on the site of the obligation and responsibilities for their
personal safety and the safety of their employees, consultants, and subcontractors.

10. INSURANCE: SME and its staff are protected by worker’s compensation insurance and SME has coverage under General Liability and

Professional Liability insurance policies. SME will provide CLIENT with evidence of such policies upon written request. SME is not responsible for
any loss, damage or liability arising from acts of CLIENT, its agents, staff, and other consultants employed by CLIENT.

11. INDEMNIFICATION: To the fullest extent permitted by law, CLIENT shall hold harmless, defend, and indemnify SME from and against all

claims, damages, losses and expense, including reasonable attorney fees, arising out of the performance of SME’s services or the materials of
others in connection with the Project regardless of whether or not such claim, damage, loss or expense is caused in part by SME; provided however,
that this obligation shall not apply to claims, damage, loss or expense caused solely by negligence of SME.
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12. GOVERNING LAW: The parties agree that this Agreement shall be governed in all respects by the laws of the State of Michigan.

13. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: In consideration for SME’s undertaking to perform services at the rates set forth on the Fee Schedule

attached to SME’s proposal or the lump sum fee provided, CLIENT agrees to limit all potential liability of SME to CLIENT, its employees, agents,
successors and assigns, for any and all claims, losses, breaches, damages or expenses arising from, or relating to SME’s performance of services
on this Project, such that SME’s total aggregate liability to CLIENT, its employees, agents, successors and assigns shall not exceed $50,000 or
SME’s total fee for the services rendered on the Project, whichever is greater. The CLIENT understands that it may negotiate a higher limit of liability
in exchange for an appropriate increase in SME’s fee.

a) CLIENT further agrees that it will require all of its contractors and consultants on this project and their respective subcontractors and
subconsultants, be bound by an identical limitation of SME’s aggregate liability in their agreements for work on this Project.

b) CLIENT further agrees that it will require all of its contractors and subcontractors defend and indemnify CLIENT and SME from any and all loss
or damage, including bodily injury or death, arising from contractor or subcontractors performance of work on this Project, regardless of whether
or not such claim, damage, loss or expense is caused in part by SME provided however, that this obligation shall not apply to claims, damage,
loss or expense caused by the sole negligence or fault of SME.

14. PERIOD OF LIMITATION: Notwithstanding any period of limitations that might otherwise apply, the parties agree that no action, claim or

proceeding of any kind, whether in tort, contract or equity arising out of SME’s services may be brought against SME more than two years after the
first to occur of the following events: (i) the date of CLIENT’s acceptance, use or occupancy of the Project that is the subject of this engagement, or
(ii) the date of SME’s last service in connection with this Project.

15. ADDITIONAL SERVICES: If SME provides services at the request of CLIENT, in addition to those described in the scope of work contained

in SME’s proposal, CLIENT agrees that these general conditions including any Special Conditions shall apply to all such additional services.

16. AGREEMENT: This Agreement includes SME’s Proposal, these General Conditions, and any other Special Conditions, Fee Schedules, or other

documents provided with SME’s Proposal. This Agreement constitutes the entire contractual relationship between the parties and cannot be changed
except by a written instrument signed by both parties. All preprinted Terms and Conditions on CLIENT’s Purchase Order(s) or acknowledgement
forms are inapplicable to this Agreement. In the event any provision of this Agreement is held invalid or unenforceable, the other provisions will
remain in full force and effect, and binding upon the parties. All the terms of this Agreement, including provisions relating to limitation and allocation
of liability, shall survive the completion and/or termination of this Agreement. This Agreement cannot be assigned by either party without the written
consent of the other party.

Please complete and return the signed General Conditions to SME to indicate acceptance of this proposal and to initiate work on the referenced project.
The CLIENT’s signature or direction to proceed also indicates that he/she has read or has had the opportunity to read the General Conditions and agrees
to be bound by such General Conditions.

SME PROPOSAL

Proposal No.:

Project Name:

Project Location:

CLIENT PROPOSAL AND AGREEMENT ACCEPTANCE(Please Print or Type)

CLIENT Signature: Date:

Printed Name:

Title:

CLIENT (Company) Name:

Address:

Telephone No.: Email:
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